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Reigning in promo fraud
A data-driven approach for distinguishing 
between valid and fraudulent activity

Ecommerce has absolutely surged over the past two years, with an 

unprecedented rise in online revenues for those organisations selling online in 

APAC. In fact, 64% of global ecommerce spending now occurs in the region; with 

sales estimated at three times higher than North American sales, and nearly five 

times more than within the EU in 2021. It is predicted that APAC ecommerce 

sales will hit $2.3TR come the end of this year - and showcase the fastest 

compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 17.7% between 2021 and 2030. Phew! 

Growth is likely to continue as many new online shoppers prefer the ease and 

convenience of shopping from their smartphones or computers. eMarketer 

expects online sales to grow at a rate of 15% to 16% through 2023 and reach 
US$7 trillion by 2025.

Accompanying this growth is a dramatic increase in fraud. In its 2020 Fraud 
Attack Index, Forter notes that between 2018 and 2019, fraud attacks 

increased 19% and the dollar amount of those attacks nearly tripled.

As merchants work to fortify their fraud protection strategies, many miss 

a growing area of concern: promo fraud. In some cases, they have no way 

to measure it. In others, they choose to overlook it. A Kount survey found 

that 42% of respondents report that their organisations allow customers 

to abuse promotions.

64% of global 

ecommerce spending

A SIA - PAC IFIC

ecommerce sales estimated at 3x NA 
sales and nearly 5x EU sales in 2021

Expected Compound Annual Growth rate 

(CAGR) of 17.7% between 2021 and 2030

64%

https://www.riskified.com/blog/top-prevention-strategies-of-ecommerce-fraud/
https://l.forter.com/hubfs/-%20White%20Papers/Forter-Fraud-Attack-Index-Eighth-Edition.pdf?utm_campaign=20Q2%208th%20FAI%2FCOVID-19%20Report&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=85987343&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-96XVSKZw3nvc3q2qibhLM1RCu8EhEcxOyCajXhJHtV--MWME86RcERNgyo7UQh__i6VBtwlC9exEK_RJPckiaa4GxVkx1HB-KCyvdAJpXQzH2H6e4&utm_content=85987343&utm_source=hs_automation
https://l.forter.com/hubfs/-%20White%20Papers/Forter-Fraud-Attack-Index-Eighth-Edition.pdf?utm_campaign=20Q2%208th%20FAI%2FCOVID-19%20Report&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=85987343&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-96XVSKZw3nvc3q2qibhLM1RCu8EhEcxOyCajXhJHtV--MWME86RcERNgyo7UQh__i6VBtwlC9exEK_RJPckiaa4GxVkx1HB-KCyvdAJpXQzH2H6e4&utm_content=85987343&utm_source=hs_automation
https://www.riskified.com/blog/top-prevention-strategies-of-ecommerce-fraud/
https://kount.com/blog/promo-abuse-fraud-consequences/
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A nearly universal problem
Recent research conducted by Forrester Consulting and GrabDefence 

concluded that promotion fraud was included in the top three online 

frauds that organisations had experienced in 2021, with 29% of those 

surveyed indicating it to be prevalent: on par with digital wallet payment 

fraud and fake reviews and ratings. For those 29%, the decision-makers 

reported an average loss of 31% in their annual marketing spend. This is 

more significant than losses occurred via chargebacks and other payment 

related fraud.

LOYALTY P R OGRAM FRAU D

Exploitation of an organisations rewards program, often through 

account takeover (ATO) or the use of fraudulent synthetic identities.

$1 billion in rewards value is lost every year to fraud 
Source: Wise Marketer

PROMO FRAUD

Fraudulent exploitation of promotional incentives 

in a manner outside their intended use.

Thailand , Malaysia, Indonesia 
top three with high promotional fraud

29% of organisations named promo 

fraud as a Top 3 fraud type in 2021 
Source: Forrester Research

31% loss in annual marketing 

spend due to promo fraud
31%

29%

https://www.techinasia.com/heres-businesses-stay-step-fraud
https://www.techinasia.com/heres-businesses-stay-step-fraud
https://thewisemarketer.com/data-and-privacy/why-is-loyalty-fraud-on-the-rise/
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A closer look at promo fraud
As explained earlier, promo fraud involves the fraudulent 

exploitation of promotional program incentives. Here’s an 

example: A single customer redeems a promotional coupon—

let’s say for 50% off—multiple times even though it was intended 

to be used only once per customer.

Promotional campaign types that are most subject to fraud include 

signup incentives, referral bonuses, and loyalty discounts. These 

are often used by retailers, subscription-model businesses, and 

quick-service restaurants.

Coupon websites such as DealsPlus and RetailMeNot extend the 

reach of your promo campaigns but may also attract bad actors, 

increasing your risk of financial loss.

COMMONLY EX PLOITED C A MPA IGNS: 

• One-time discounts for email list signup

• Free meals from meal-kit providers or restaurants

• Discount for a new customer’s second order

• Free nights tacked onto a hotel stay

• Free rides from ride-hailing services 

• Free gifts, samples, and gift cards

• Free trials for subscription services

CAMPAIGN TYPE HOW THE FRAUD WORKS

Signup incentives Bad actors open multiple accounts with different email 

addresses or aliases to take advantage of discounts or 

rewards meant for one-time use by new customers.

Referral bonuses Bad actors send referral codes to fraudulent email addresses 

or crack referral codes to collect referral rewards that often 

include cash and gift cards.

Loyalty discounts Fraudsters crack discount codes to profit from multiple 

uses of one-time discounts designed for loyal customers.
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What’s the business impact?
Establishing promo fraud detection can divert time and 

resources away from other operations. Without laws to provide 

consequences for those who engage in it, many companies often 

just let it happen and hope for the best. Yet, promotion fraud 

impacts important parts of the business: 

• Marketing budget: Most merchants consider the allocating of 

funds to acquire new customers or incentivise current customers 

a necessary expenditure. But they do expect to realize a return 

on the dollars spent. Unfortunately, apparent success can be 

misleading? What appears to be a high volume of activity may 

indicate promo fraud. 

• Growth: High-growth businesses, especially start-ups, often 

attempt to bolster the number of active users with promotions. 

They then use the increased customer base to help secure bank 

or investor funding rounds. Promo fraud may become apparent 

when companies that report customer acquisition growth rates 

are forced to recalculate their numbers—an action that can 

reduce interest and damage company reputation.

• Reputation: Promotions have a way of going viral. A new 

restaurant that runs a free-meal promotion may suddenly be 

overwhelmed by providing free meals. If that results in decreased 

service quality and insufficient revenue to support growth, the 

business may face brand disloyalty when customers don’t return.
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Long-term effects
TH E  N E AR-TE R M E FFE CTS  OF P R OMO FRAUD INC LUDE: Over the long term, promo fraud can distort ROI, making it 

challenging to measure campaign success. Moreover, it can 

compel you to increase prices to cover losses related to promo 

fraud. Higher prices may be necessary for the business, but they 

can needlessly punish good customers. In the end, without 

managing promotional use and the potential for promo fraud, 

you may lose your competitive edge against merchants who 

do a better job of minimising promo fraud.

Yet, the loss may not be readily apparent. For example, according 

to Chargeback Gurus, promo fraud rarely results in chargebacks 

because credit card fraud isn’t the primary ingredient of these 

schemes. That’s because fraudsters aren’t likely to use a coupon 

to save money on a purchase made with a stolen card.

Distorted customer acquisition metrics: You may think 

a promotion brought in 100 new customers. However, 

when you factor in duplicates due to fraud, you discover 

that you acquired only 75. It skews visibility into your 

customer base.

Wasted marketing budget: When fraud consumes 

a big chunk of your promo budget, your campaigns don’t 

deliver the desired results. Fake accounts soak up new 

customer perks. So the cost per new customer is higher 

than it appears, which hampers decision making for 

future campaigns.

Possible out-of-stock situations: When fraud depletes 

your inventory, you may not be able to meet the delivery 

requirements of loyal customers. They may go elsewhere 

to purchase what they want.

https://www.chargebackgurus.com/blog/promo-abuse-fraud
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The financial implications
Large-scale promo fraud grabs headlines. An often-cited example 

is the Uber customer who figured out how to exploit his promo code 

to get thousands of people to sign up for Uber. He accumulated 

$50,000 in ride credits.

The financial loss from most promo fraud doesn’t reach the level 

of the Uber example. However, even low-level fraud quickly adds 

up and can significantly affect revenue and profitability. Any 

organisation overseeing cross-border ecommerce, especially 

within North American and throughout EMEA needs to be aware 

of the revenue loss implications associated with promo fraud.

While many businesses are aware of promo fraud loss, they often 

consider it a marketing spend problem and permit it to happen. 

With fraud of all types on the rise, merchants need to consider the 

financial impact of promo fraud. Marketplaces are at an especially 

high level of risk. According to Ravelin’s Online Marketplace Fraud 
Trends 2021 report, promo fraud is the fastest growing type of fraud 

for these organisations. On average, this type of fraud grew at a rate 

of 52%, with taxi and food companies experiencing a 57% rise. 

$189 
Billion
US businesses £137 

Billion
UK businesses £137 

Billion
UK induviduals

Revenue loss revenue loss in other countries due to promo fraud:

52%
average growth of promo 
fraud over the past year

https://www.businessinsider.in/How-One-24-Year-Old-Got-50000-In-Free-Uber-Rides-By-Duping-Ubers-Promo-Code-System/articleshow/45767241.cms
https://f.hubspotusercontent00.net/hubfs/2322855/All%20shareable%20content%20/039_Marketplace_Fraud_%26_Payments_Survey_PDF_03.pdf
https://f.hubspotusercontent00.net/hubfs/2322855/All%20shareable%20content%20/039_Marketplace_Fraud_%26_Payments_Survey_PDF_03.pdf
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Who commits promo fraud? 
Criminals engage in promo fraud to some degree. Criminal gangs 

create counterfeit coupons—digital and print—that are nearly 

impossible to distinguish from the real thing. Moreover, they have 

the computing power required to crack promo and loyalty reward 

codes. Or they may create hundreds or thousands of new accounts 

using stolen or synthetic identities. 

However, most promo fraud is committed by actual consumers who 

take unfair advantage of merchants’ promo campaigns. (Some of 

these consumers are current customers who can’t resist the chance 

to get extras intended only for new customers.) These people may 

take advantage of freebies and highly favorable discounts by signing 

up for additional accounts with throwaway email addresses. Or they 

may use services free of charge by acquiring sequential free trials 

through a series of fake accounts.

Often referred to as intentional friendly fraud, promo fraud isn’t 

necessarily criminal or illegal. According to Ethoca, the main 

difference between fraud and friendly fraud is the identity of the 

perpetrator: “With ‘normal’ fraud, the fraudster uses a stolen 

identity, such as someone else’s credit card, for financial or 

personal gain. With ‘friendly fraud,’ the fraudster is the cardholder, 

someone authorised to use the cardholder’s account, such 

as a family member, or someone that isn’t an authorised 

user that has access to the card information.”

https://www.ethoca.com/payments-101-what-is-friendly-fraud
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Friendly fraud in action
Mike Jones signs up for an account at a local restaurant using his 

email address and receives a $20 new customer credit. He tests 

the restaurant site’s promo fraud defenses by creating a second 

account with his name and work email address. Spurred on by 

his success, Mike creates a third account with his name and an 

email address on a different mail domain. He receives a third $20 

credit. To the restaurant, the $60 of promotional credit appears to 

have attracted three new customers, a cost the business is willing 

to absorb. However, in reality the promo gained only one new 

customer at a cost of $60.
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Why does promo fraud persist?
Merchants are always looking to capture new customers, especially 

in today’s market, where buyers have been driven online by the 

pandemic. But, the ecommerce environment is highly competitive. 

In response, merchants are offering sizeable discounts, free gifts, 

and other promotions to:

• Initiate new customer relationships

• Attract customers from the competition

• Engage and retain current customers

But promos also open the door to fraud that could impact the 

bottom line. So, why do 42% of companies allow some level 
of promo fraud? There are several reasons: 

• They lack the mechanisms to detect fraud

• They don’t measure the impact of fraud

• Their limited visibility conceals the severity of the problem 

and the magnitude of the financial loss

• Despite awareness, they may lack the means to control it

• They lack tools to monitor transactions and spot activities 

that don’t comply with the promo policies.

• They may not have technologies in place to vet account openings

In the end, as businesses may not be sophisticated enough to stop 

this practice, they do nothing. And, as every good criminal knows, 

any crime without punishment is a crime that they’ll do again 

and again.

of companies allow some 

level of promo fraud

42%

https://kount.com/blog/promo-abuse-fraud-consequences/
https://kount.com/blog/promo-abuse-fraud-consequences/


Identifying 
fraudulent activity
Promo fraud isn’t easy to spot and may not be discovered until 

well after it occurs. In some cases, it may be exposed by an 

unrelated activity. For example, the fraudulent accumulation 

of $50,000 in Uber credits wasn’t unearthed through Uber’s fraud 

detection mechanisms. The fraudster gave a one-star rating to one 

of his fraudulently credited rides, which prompted the company 

to investigate the customer experience and take corrective action. 

In doing so, the customer service team uncovered the fraud.

There are many different types of promo fraud. Therefore, merchants 

need a broad range of methods, resources, data, internal testing, 

and understanding of the risk to get promo fraud under control. 
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Understanding the challenge
You may not be able to eliminate promo fraud. But you can certainly 

minimise it with the right combination of strategy, technology, and 

robust identity verification data.

You need to immediately identify valid new customers to fast track 

them through account opening and follow-on transactions with 

a minimum of friction. At the same time, you need to ferret out 

suspicious attempts at promo redemption.

The mechanisms you implement should also thwart loyalty fraud 

as bad actors attempt code cracking and account takeovers against 

your loyalty program members.

However, it’s ill-advised to over-enforce policies as that may turn 

away valid customers and be costly to fix. A recent example is 

the U.S. Postal Service’s registration effort for delivery of home 

COVID-19 tests. Promo policies restricted delivery to one order 

of four tests per address. Unfortunately, the policy didn’t account 

for multiunit housing such as duplexes and apartment complexes. 

Consequently, many residents in this type of housing were rejected 

when they attempted to place their orders.
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Technology and data 
considerations
Building anti-fraud strategies into each promotional campaign 

positions the business to reduce the potential for fraud instead 

of increasing the manual labor required with weeding out 

fraudulent accounts. Technology plays a vital role here. 

It empowers you to prevent promo fraud by:

• Working in the background to assess risk during account opening

• Monitoring promo usage

• Identifying potential fraud

• Initiating action to head off fraudulent transactions 

An effective solution provides multiple automated workflows that:

• Minimise account sign-up friction for legitimate customers

• Obtain additional information from questionable account sign-ups

• Submit suspicious transactions for manual review

Identity verification data is essential in this process. Crucial data 

elements may include name, email address, telephone number, 

and physical address. Equally important is additional insight 

into how long these identity elements have been in use and how 

they have been used in combination. This level of detail gives 

you an idea of the validity of an attempted transaction, such as 

an account opening. For example, an email address created only 

minutes before an attempted account opening is a strong indicator 

of potential fraud.
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Get promo fraud under 
control with Ekata
The most common form of promo fraud is the creation of fictitious 

accounts. You can slash this type of fraud by identifying valid 

new accounts while weeding out fraudulent ones. Ekata helps 

ecommerce organisations accomplish this by examining the 

consumer’s digital identity during the account opening process.

Ekata’s Account Opening Solutions, powered by the Ekata 
Identity Engine, validate the identity elements used by the 

customer and analyze how they interact and behave in digital 

interactions. The result is a more accurate assessment of 

a consumer’s eligibility for a given promotion. This insight 

provides businesses with a comprehensive view of a consumer’s 

digital identity and its level of risk. 

The solutions empower you to create workflows that route people 

through an account opening transaction using accurate signals 

to determine the appropriate path through the process by:

• Fast tracking low-risk applicants through a low-friction 

experience

• Restricting permissions or implementing step-up 

authentication for medium-risk applicants

• Declining high-risk account openings

https://ekata.com/ekata-identity-engine/
https://ekata.com/ekata-identity-engine/


R ELATI O NSHI P INDICATION

The number of times an email address, phone number, or IP address 

have shown up in the Ekata Network within the last 3 months.

An email address that has never been seen before might indicate 

a fraudulent signup. 

The number of times an identity element has been paired 

with another.

A single IP address that appears with 1,000+ email addresses 

should cast a shadow on those signups.

How long an email or phone number have been in use. A new email address or phone number could be risky and should 

be routed through a workflow that scrutinizes them more closely.
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Ekata account 
opening solutions
Ekata’s Account Opening Solutions give you access to the right data 

to quickly distinguish good customers from fraudulent ones. Because 

only limited inputs are required, you to maintain low-friction sign-

up flows for consumers who are eligible for a promotion. The Ekata 

solutions reliably deliver risk scores without requiring customers 

to enter a name or physical address.

With access to the thousands of data points and relationships 

available via the Ekata Identity Engine, you’re able to quickly 

assess risk in multiple ways, as the table below indicates.

When the Ekata Network finds the right signals for each identity 

element, the business system routes the customer through 

a frictionless workflow for rapid account creation. The wrong 

signals ultimately lead to the introduction of friction to the signup 

workflow or outright rejection of the account opening request.

What’s key is the ability to perform this type of decisioning quickly. 

Stopping promo fraud shouldn’t happen at the expense of customer 

conversion—and Ekata’s Account Opening Solutions deliver data 

almost instantaneously, fast-tracking good customers through 

the account opening process.

https://ekata.com/products/account-opening-api/


CUSTO MER SUCCESSES
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The results speak for themselves
Ekata has helped of customers improve campaign ROI by detecting and preventing promo fraud.

Here are just a few examples.

Global payment service provider Food delivery marketplace

Ride-sharing marketplace

Global travel marketplace

APAC ecommerce marketplace

Global marketplace

80%
Of suspicious promotion 
cases detected

3x
Frictionless 
signups

25%
Recall increase

5%
Of bad actors caught 
at account opening

93%
Of bad actors caught 
at account opening

15%
Acceptances

17%
Changebacks
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Make the smart move
Rapid growth in online revenues is a plus for ecommerce 

organisations. But this growth is accompanied by rising fraud. 

A significant but often overlooked contributor to fraud loss 

is promo fraud. Bringing promotions into your overall fraud 

prevention efforts is a smart move. By reducing financial losses 

related to promo fraud, you’ll increase ROI on your campaigns 

and boost overall profitability.

The key to reigning in promo fraud is assessing risk during the 

account opening process. Ekata’s Account Opening Solutions 

distinguish between valid and fraudulent activity based on 

a comprehensive view of the consumer’s digital identity. 

The solutions leverage this view to create an assessment of 

risk level. As a result, you can fast track low-risk customers 

through account openings while flagging suspicious customers 

and making informed decisions about whether or not to open 

the account.

Click here to learn more about how Ekata account opening 

solutions can help you increase ROI and profitability by preventing 

promo fraud. 

https://ekata.com/products/account-opening-api/
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Ekata Inc., a Mastercard company, empowers businesses to 

enable frictionless experiences and combat fraud worldwide. 

Our identity verification solutions are powered by the Ekata 

Identity Engine, which combines sophisticated data science and 

machine learning to help businesses make quick and accurate 

risk decisions about their customers. Using Ekata’s solutions, 

businesses can validate customers’ identities and assess risk 

seamlessly and securely while preserving privacy. Our solutions 

empower more than 2,000 businesses and partners to combat 

cyberfraud and enable an inclusive, frictionless experience 

for customers in over 230 countries and territories.

Contact us to learn more. 
www.ekata.com

About Ekata

https://ekata.com/contact-us/?utm_source=content&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=0822apacholidaycampaign&utm_term=text&utm_content=bk



